All of our

Energy comes from the Sun

Sun Fact

The sun is a star. The sun makes energy that
travels through space to the earth. The heat and
light energy that comes from the sun is called
solar energy.

The sun is amazing. It gives life to all the
people, plants and animals on the earth!

We see and feel the effects of the sun,
even when it’s not shining. And now we
are learning how to use the sun’s energy
to make electricity!

The sun heats the water
in our oceans, lakes and
rivers, evaporating it to make
clouds, rain and snow.

Plants need sunlight to grow.
People and animals get
energy by eating plants and
other animals.
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The sun’s energy gives us light
to see by and heat to keep us
warm. Without the sun, the
earth would be freezing cold.

In New Zealand, the sun’s rays shine
more strongly on things that face north.

The sun makes the wind blow
and the ocean currents flow.

Something
to think
about

How many ways can you think of to use solar energy?
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All Our Energy Comes from the
Sun: Levels 1- 2

About this Poster

you find on the poster?
• What impact does the sun have on our
daily lives?
• What other ways can you think of to use
solar energy?

This poster has been created for New
Zealand Curriculum levels 1-2.

Related Activity Links

This poster looks at the simple core facts
about the sun to raise the awareness of
how the sun has an impact on our daily
lives.

Poster Discussion Questions
• What do you know about the sun?
• How many key facts about the sun can

[Need to hyperlink to these once they are
created]
• How Tuatara Use Energy From The Sun
• Schoolgen Data. What Does It Tell Us?

Key Words
Solar energy energy from the sun that is converted into thermal or electrical energy;
Solar panel

a solar panel is a device that collects and converts solar energy into electricity or
heat.

Sunlight

the light from the sun travels at amazing speed through space

Space

the expanse in which the stars and galaxies exist, the universe

Earth

the third planet from the sun in the solar system

Clouds

a visible body of very fine water droplets or ice particles that float in the air at
altitudes ranging up to several kilometres above sea level.

Electricity

electric current used as a source of power.

Evaporate

to change from a liquid into a form of vapour in the air

New Zealand Curriculum Links
Science
Level 1-2

Nature of Science Students will extend their experiences and personal
- Investigating in explanations of sunlight and solar energy through exploration,
Science
asking questions and discussing simple models.
Communicating
in Science

Students will build their language and develop their
understandings of the many ways seasonal variations in the
amount of daylight can be represented.

Planet
Earth systems
Earth and
Astronomical
Beyond
systems

Students will explore a natural resource - sunlight.

Physical
World

Students will explore everyday examples of physical
phenomena, such as movement, forces, electricity and
magnetism, light, sound, waves, and heat.

Physical inquiry
and Physics
concepts

Students will share ideas and observations about the Sun
and the Moon and their physical effects on the heat and light
available to Earth.

Students will seek and describe simple patterns in physical
phenomena.
Students will explore everyday examples of physical
phenomena, such as light and heat.
Students will seek and describe simple patterns in physical
phenomena such as the impact of light on photovoltaic cells,
and the daylight hours in summer and winter.
English
Level 2

Listening,
Reading, and
Viewing

Students will show some understanding of ideas within, across,
and beyond texts.

